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Preface

This seventh edition of Electronic Devices has been carefully revised and some important new
topics have been added. Several recommendations from reviewers and current users have been
incorporated to make this edition better. A comprehensive coverage of electronic devices and
circuits, including troubleshooting and System Applications, is provided. Chapters 1 through
11 are essentially devoted to fundamental discrete devices and circuits. Chapters 12 through 18
primarily cover linear integrated circuits. Chapter 19 is a new chapter that is completely devoted
to programmable analog devices. Data sheets are introduced in certain areas to provide a prac-
tical connection with actual devices. Extensive exercises and problems using Multisim" circuit
simulation are designed to help students verify circuit theory and develop troubleshooting and
measurement skills. Referenced Multisim circuit files are on the CD packaged with this book.

New in This Edition

New on Programmable Devices Chapter 19 introduces field-
programmable analog arrays (FPAAs) and how to program them. Also, switched-capacitor
circuits are described because they are basic to FPAA technology.

Circuit-Action This feature is at the end of most chapters. It checks students' un-
derstanding of how changes in certain parameters affect the behavior of a circuit. Given a
specified change in one parameter, students determine the resulting effect (increase, de-
crease, no change) in another parameter or parameters.

lV/ore of High-intensity LEDs are introduced and a new section
on fiber optics has been added.

New Devices New sections on differential amplifiers and the IGBT (insulated gate bipo-
lar transistor) are now included.

Generai lmprovemen Obsolete devices have been replaced, text descriptions have been
reworded for greater clarity, and graphics have been enhanced in certain areas for better ap-
pearance or improved effectiveness.

Features

Full-color format

Two-page chapter openers containing a chapter outline, chapter objectives,
introduction, key term list, System Application preview, and web site reference.

The beginning of each section includes a brief introduction and objectives for the section.

Abundant worked-out examples, each with a related problem similar to that
illustrated in the example. Answers to related problems are at the end of the chapter.

Multisim simulation circuits for selected examples, problems, and troubleshooting
sections on the CD

Section Reviews with answers at the end of the chapter

A troubleshooting section in many chapters

A System Application at the end of most chapters

A typical chapter ends with a summary, key term glossary, key formulas, self-test,
and circuit-action quiz.

A problem set at the end of each chapter is divided by chapter sections, and
generally organized into basic and advanced problems. Additionally, many chapters
have categories of troubleshooting, data sheet, System Application, and Multisim
troubleshooting.
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Student Resources
Companion Website (www.prenhall.com/floyd) This web site offers students a free on-
line study guide that they can check for conceptual understanding of key topics.

Multisim" CD·ROM Packaged with each textbook, this CD includes simulation circuits
in Multisim'" 7 for selected examples, troubleshooting sections, and selected problems in the
text. These circuits were created for use with Multisim software, a schematic capture, simu-
lation, and programmable logic tool used by college and university students in their course
of study of electronics and electrical engineering.

Multisim is widely regarded as an excellent circuit simulation tool for classroom and
laboratory learning. However, no part of your textbook is dependent upon the Multisim
software or provided files. These files are provided at no extra cost to the consumer and are
for use by anyone who chooses to utilize Multisim software.

The circuits for the Examples in your text are already rendered "live" for you by Elec-
tronics Workbench in the Textbook Edition of Multisim 7. The Textbook Edition enables you
to do the following with the circuits in the Examples folder:

Manipulate the interactive components and adjust the value of any virtual components.

Run interactive simulation on the active circuits and use any pre-placed virtual
instruments.

Run analyses.

Run/print/save simulation results for the pre-defined viewable circuits.

Create your own circuits up to a maximum of 15 components.

All of the remaining circuits on the CD require that you have access to Multisim 7 in your
school lab (the Lab Edition) or on your computer (Electronics Workbench Student Suite). If
you do not currently have access to this software and wish to purchase it, please call Pren-
tice Hall Customer Service at 1-800-282-0693 or send afax request to 1-800-835-5327.

If you need technical assistance or have questions concerning the Multisim software,
contact Electronics Workbench directly for support at (416) 977-5550 or via the EWB web-
site located at http://www.electronicsworkbench.com.

Laboratory Exercises for Electronic Devices, Seventh Edition, by Dave Buchla. ISBN:
0-13-114086-8

Experiments in Electronic Devices, Seventh Edition, by Howard Berlin, et al. ISBN:
0-13-114122-8

Electronics Supersite (www.prenhall.comlelectronics) Students will find additional
troubleshooting exercises, links to industry sites, an interview with an electronics profes-
sional, and more.

Instructor Resources
Companion Website (www.prenhall.com/floyd)Fortheprofessor.this website offers
the ability to post your syllabus online with our Syllabus Managerf". This is a great solu-
tion for classes taught online, self-paced, or in any computer-assisted manner.

Multisim CD-ROM Although the CD-ROM accompanying the textbook is primarily for
the benefit of the student, solution and fault information is provided on the disk for the in-
structor's use. Refer to the CD-ROM organization diagram, which shows the folder hierar-
chy and file naming convention. Circuits containing faults are password-protected so that
only the instructor can identify the faults. Solution files are available for each student cir-
cuit and are also password-protected and accessible only to the instructor.

Instructor's Resource Manual Includes solutions to chapter problems, System Applica-
tion results, and a test item file. ISBN: 0-13-114087-6

http://www.electronicsworkbench.com.
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Lab Solutions Manual for Laboratory Exercises for Electronic Devices by Buchla
Includes worked-out lab results. ISBN: 0-13-191769-2

Lab Solutions Manual for Experiments in Electronic Devices by Berlin et al. Includes
worked-out lab results. ISBN: 0-13-191767-6

Electronics Super site (www.prenhall.comlelectronics) Instructors will find the Preniice
Hall Electronics Technology Journal, extra classroom resources, and all of the supplements
for this text available online for easy access. Contact your local Prentice Hall sales repre-
sentative for your "User Name" and "Passcode."

Online Course Support If your program is offering your electronics course in a distance
learning format, please contact your local Prentice Hall sales representative for a list of
product solutions.

Power Point" CD-ROM Contains slides featuring all figures from the text, as well as text
highlights for use in lecture presentations, and slides to accompany Laboratory Exercises
for Electronic Devices by Buchla. ISBN: 0-13-11408S-X

Prentice Hall TestGen This is a test bank of over 800 questions on CD-ROM. ISBN:
0-13-114084-1

Chapter Features
Chapter Opener Each chapter begins with a two-page spread, as shown in Figure P-l.
The chapter opener includes a chapter introduction, a list of chapter sections, chapter ob-

List of performance-based chapter
objectives

System Application preview

PROG~MABlEANALOG
ARRAYS

The ,y,tem application ,'ttheend oflhechapterde,eribe,
p.,tof~ PBX (privJte brJnch exchJnge), a type ofprjy"te
telephone networkgene'JllyU<ed by bu.ine«e<. The PBX
cOllnecb"cerbinnumbe.ofteJephoneswithinJbu,inen
to 3 ,maJler number ofOObide lin",. Dfffctent PBX I)'ltems
provide differing a""fog.ignJb that mu,t be co"ditioned.
Thedatamu.tbeextractcdfromthe>e.ig""I,~ndlento"
for fu(ther proce«ing. Inthi,application, on encoding
method b".edonAMI (,lit ern ate mJ,kinversion) i,u,ed a<
an example. The pcrtionolthe,y,temthatconverbthe
AMI,ignal i,develcped and programme<J foe
implementation on a FPAA.

Programmable analog dcvicCI and programming arc
inlroducedi~lhi<chapter.Allhough program",obledwice,
have been applied in digital ly,tem, fo(quik ,ome tim."
theyareno",becomingpopvlarforimplementi~ganalog
deligm

Although prog,ammable analog d""';ce. and ,oft\>lare
areahoavailablefromothermanufactu(e" •• elected
produrnofAnadigmCorpotationareVledalexamplelfor
the topia o(p(ogrammable hardware and thc
occomp"nyingI<,ftwarcin thi,chapter. The
An,;digmDe,igner2 dewlopment \O(tw"c i, referenced Md
i,u,eclforillu,tration,.You can downlOod ,,60-dayfree
trial ver<jon of thi, ;oftware at www.an~d;£m.com. AJ,o,
you ca" obt"in a dcveiopment kit that indude, a
d"""lopment board with" fleld-progrilmmable an~log

arrily(FPAA) i",talled. the interface to connect it to your
compllter, and thedellelopmentloftwa'e. Ma")' of the
problem, atth.,~nd of the c:hupterreqlJire the
An"digmDe,ignerZ ,0ftw~reforimple",entingLircuit' up to
the pointofdownloadingthem to. horJwaredevic",lf
you wi,h to optionallydownload the circuito created by
thewftw~re,youmu>thavethedevelopmentkit.

5witched-c~poc:itorc:ircuit

_ •••••••• <0 ••••••••••••••

5tudy"idlfor thi,ch"pterare av"il"bleat

http;/lwww.p.enh.II.c:om/floyd

Configuration RAM

D""'.'lopment,oftware

The Field·Progr~mmabIe A"alog Arr~y (FPAA)

19_2 5witched-CapadtorCircuitl

19-3 A5pec:ificFPAA

19_4 FPAAProgramming

c::IJ 5y'tern Application

Downlo"djng

Dyn~micrc,onfjgurulio"

Introduction Chapter outline

A FIGURE P-l

Key terms

A typical chapter opener.



jectives, key terms, a System Application preview, and a website reference for associated
study aids.

Section Opener Each section in a chapter begins with a brief introduction and section ob-
jectives. An example is shown in Figure P-2.

Section Review Each section in a chapter ends with a review consisting of questions that
highlight the main concepts presented in the section. This feature is also illustrated in Figure
P-2. The answers to the Section Reviews are at the end of the chapter.

Worked Examples, Related Problems, and Multisim Exercises Numerous worked exam-
ples throughout each chapter illustrate and clarify basic concepts or specific procedures.
Each example ends with a Related Problem that reinforces or expands on the example by
requiring the student to work through a problem similar to the example. Selected examples
feature a Multisim exercise keyed to a file on the CD-ROM that contains the circuit illus-
trated in the example. A typical example with a Related Problem and a Multisim exercise
is shown in Figure P-3. Answers to Related Problems are at the end of the chapter.

Troubleshooting Sections Many chapters include a troubleshooting section that relates to the
topics covered in the chapter and that illustrates troubleshooting procedures and techniques.

SyJtem Application System Applications follow the last section in each chapter (ex-
cept Chapter 1) and are identified by a special photographic logo and colored back-
ground design. A practical application of devices or circuits covered in the chapter is
presented. The student learns how the specific device or circuit is used and in many
cases is asked to compare a schematic to a printed circuit board, develop a test proce-
dure, or troubleshoot specific faults. A typical System Application is shown in Figure
P-4. The System Applications are optional and skipping any of them does not affect
any other coverage.

Although they are not intended or designed for use as a laboratory project, most System
Applications use realistic graphics for printed circuit boards and instruments. Results for
the System Applications are provided in the Instructor's Resource Manual.

Section review questions
end each section. 1. li,t the three rating Gltegoriel l:ypkallygiven on all diode dat, ,heets.

2. Dt!ftneeachofthefollol>'ingparameters;V,.I"lc.

3.~~~a~~ I

.

4., F,"m Figure 2-5\ ,elect" diode to meet the following'pedficatiom: 10 -= 3 A, ..1
I"" '" 300 A,andV.~~ '" 100 V. , '.'~,...,.,.,.~.•"..•.~'- -'~ - - _.- _.__ ._ ..- ._.~ .,",," .. ".,., ,," ,.' .•'." ..;,"'. -_. --- , -~--.._ ..... "_. ...

Introductory paragraph
begins each section.

,"fl~rcomJlletin~ this ,ecl;on. you should ~c3bJc (0

Performance-based
section objectives

• Trcutnesnoor power supplies and diodeciITuits

• Use illIalysis to evaluate a problem b:1sed on symplOms

• Eliminaleba5;cpmhlemslhalcanbedc:eclcdbYQb~ryaliQn

• Plananal'PfoachIQdetermjnin~whallhcfault;s;nacifCuilorsyst,m

• Make appropriate measurements to isolate a fault

• Recognize symptoms caused bv cenaln types of component failures

!a'...;;~
F;ji'; "~

DCp,,' ••,rwppIJ-
In.... 0<:1:"",

PREFACE • vii

FIGURE P-2

A typical section opener and section
review.
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FIGURE P-3

A typical example with a related
problem and Multisim exercise. \'_=8..R~\',.

w!>er.: R. = RolRlund v, = v,..

Examples are set
off from text.

iEXAMPLE 8-4

Solution l'irsl.lJnd Ihe de OUlpul cu,.rclll us;"g II~~lculal()r. When Equali"n 8_.<;is solved wilh
Ihepara1l1CICr"aluc,gi"cll,lu= 1.96111A. Using ,his "~llle.cakulalc V".

I'D = Von - ',oRD = 12 V - (1.9bmA)(3.3 kO) = ~.53 V

1\ext.<:akulateg~:IS roll"".,;:

Each example contains a
related problem relevant to
the example.

- ,,;::,'J - (8 mSl( 1 - -~;~,V) = 3.25mS

Finally.findlhcacOUlpulvoluge

R~ted. Problem What will happen in the amplifier of l'igurc 8-10 if" lr:m,j,(orwilh V"-,,,..-, = -2 V i.,
Ilsed?Assumctheolhcrlmr:>melcn;:uclhes.-uJle

Selected examples include a
Multisim exercise coordinated
to the textbook CD-ROM.

Open Ill<::Mullisim iik Eml·O+ in the E.>:ample> folder on your CD·RO~1. Using
\he specmee input \lllwge. m~""nre lhe octpuI mh~se and compnre ,'.-ilb lilc ,
c~_1:'~101Cd''''I~ ,__ --.!

Chapter End Matter The following pedagogical features are found at the end of most
chapters:

Summary

Key Term glossary

Key Formulas

Circuit-Action Quiz

Self-Test

, Basic Problems

Advanced Problems

Data Sheet Problems (selected chapters)

System Application Problems (many chapters)

Troubleshooting Problems (most chapters)

Multisim Troubleshooting Problems (most chapters)

Answers to Section Reviews

Answers to Related Problems for Examples

Answers to Circuit-Action Quiz

Answers to Self-Test

Suggestions for Using This Textbook

As mentioned, this book covers discrete devices in Chapters 1 through 11, integrated cir-
cuits in Chapters 12 through 18, and programmable analog arrays in Chapter 19.



System Applications are set off from text. A series of activities is provided, which simu-
late "on-the-job" experiences.

evelopab<o,;cJ'«'~ •.•",fo,thOR>ugl>ly
: le<ting lhedual-pobrilypowe, ,,-,pply.

; Ba<e<lontl>o~•.•lb;nd;';"bodinFigu'"
, 18_43fu,f"."faullypowe<supplyboaml,

------. d<!t<',minethemo<tHkelyfau~crfdurbln

Thc,egulatedpowe<lupplyinth~.ppli- - o.,te<m;""lhoappfCl'imare...,lbgeat e><:heose.

c;.lion~de.au..I-poJ"rilydc""lL>ge<. ~~::~:::;:::::~:~::~ge-. Fi""IP.epc>rt{OptionolI
of;!: f 1 v to the FM ,et;eive, <y>temwhich • : Submit. fi",,1 written report on the <1,,31-
)'<>"w"ukedwithinCh.>pte<15.Thc -ukulatethcp"aki", .•",,,,,,,ltageof po"'ilypowe'lUpplytninganorgani.eJ
po••••••.,upplycon"'bofalt."'fo'me'- thCf(!ctif;",diod", fo",.••tlhati""luootheroJIO'.winso

;;t~~:::~U;:= :~:,::,~:::e;h:::. • Dm,,,,;,,,, the,'Oltage.t trn, inpvt of 1.A phY"<;>1de,cription of the ,i.wit.

terminol""lt.>geregulat"f5 each WlIWge ",gulatD,

po:~,~:p<r~~i:~=~:~~:u~:~I;~~~,rity~,:::~;::;':,::~:,'~;:::,
and the c1rouitbo",d i"hownin Figme """,,,,,,'''''',"'0
18_11.Th"'o,gcv"'tic"IIY"'Gu~ted """"""",'''0'''''''''',,
c.1p.cito",""(h~lnGI,Ffilt.rc1p"cil"'" 0""""""'''00",.,''''''0
The0.33 ItFMd 1}J.Fcopacitan,3lthou~h ""H" V""'po," ,,,"w>o
notnec.,,~,yin ,11.pplicoUon,. MC
,ecomm~ndedbythe m.n~f~ctme' 10'
JtabWty.nd improvedtrilmientre'pome

2. Adi,cu"ion of tile operotion 01 the

r, Ali,tofthe,pedfbtiGm

~. A II,tolp"tl with par,numbefJ If

""il"bl.

c.~h r.~ul.to,mu't,upply

An overall introduction to the system
application is provided.

FIGURE P-4

Most system applications include realistic
PC board graphics.

Portion of a typical system application section.

Option 1 (two terms) Chapters 1 through 11 can be covered in the first term. Depending
on individual preferences and program emphasis, selective coverage may be necessary. For
example, you may choose to omit Chapter 11 if the topic of thyristors is covered in a later
industrial electronics course. Chapters 12 through 19 can be covered in the second term.
Again, selective coverage may be necessary.

Option 2 (one term) By omitting certain topics and by maintaining a rigorous schedule,
this book can be used in one-term courses. For example, a course covering only discrete de-
vices and circuits would cover Chapters 1 through 11 with, perhaps, some selectivity.

Similarly, a course requiring only linear integrated circuit coverage would cover
Chapters 12 through 19. Another approach is a very selective coverage of discrete devices
and circuits topics followed by a limited coverage of integrated circuits (only op-amps,
for example).

To the Student
There is a saying that applies to the study of this textbook as well as many other endeavors
in life. It goes like this-Do one thing at a time, do it very well, and then move on.

When studying a particular chapter, study one section until you understand it and only
then move on to the next one. Read each section and study the related illustrations carefully,

PREFACE .- ix
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Thomas Alva
Edison
1847-1931
Born in Milan,
Ohio, Thomas
Edison was the
most prolific
inventor of all

time. He is credited with 1093
patents and is the only person to
ever have at least one patent every
year for 65 consecutive years. Mr.
Edison's inventions and enterprises
encompass many different areas.
One of his most famous inventions,
the light bulb, was introduced in
1879. Mr. Edison is credited with
discovering the diode effect while
working with vacuum tubes for the
light bulb. Most of his work was
done in his laboratory in West
Orange, N). He also maintained a
laboratory at his winter home in
Fort Myers, Florida, which was
devoted principally to the
development of a synthetic rubber
using the golden rod plant. (Photo
credit: Library of Congress)

Lee DeForest
1873-1961
Born in Iowa,
Lee DeForest
became an
inventor while
in college to
help defray

expenses. He graduated from Yale
in 1899 with a PhD. His doctoral
thesis, "Reflection of Hertzian
Waves from the Ends of Parallel
Wires," began his long career in
radio. His invention of the vacuum
tube triode for use in amplification
(audion amplifier) was the most
important of his more than 300
inventions. (Photo credit: The
National Cyclopedia of American
Biography, courtesy AlP Emilio
Segre Visual Archives, T.).). See
Collection)

think about the material, work through each example step by step, work its Related Prob-
lem and check the answer, and then answer each question in the section review, checking
your answers at the end of the chapter. Don't expect each concept to be crystal clear after a
single reading; you may have to read the material two or even three times. Once you think
that you understand the material, review the chapter summary, key formula list, and key
term definitions at the end of the chapter. Take the circuit-action quiz and the self-test. Fi-
nally, work the assigned problems at the end of the chapter. Working through these prob-
lems is perhaps the most important way to check and reinforce your comprehension of the
chapter. By working problems, you acquire an additional level of insight and understand-
ing, and develop logical thinking that reading or classroom lectures alone do not provide.

Generally, you cannot fully understand a concept or procedure by simply watching or
listening to someone else. Only hard work and critical thinking will produce the results you
expect and deserve.

Milestones in Electronics

Before you begin your study of electronic devices, let's briefly look at some of the impor-
tant developments that led to the electronics technology we have today. The names of many
of the early pioneers in electricity and electromagnetics still live on in terms of familiar
units and quantities. Names such as Ohm, Ampere, Volta, Farad, Henry, Coulomb, Oersted,
and Hertz are some of the better known examples with which you are already familiar. More
widely known names such as Franklin and Edison are also significant in the history of elec-
tricity and electronics because of their tremendous contributions. Biographies of a few im-
portant figures in the history of electronics are shown.

Early experiments with electronics involved electric currents in vacuum tubes. Heinrich
Geissler (1814-1879) removed most of the air from a glass tube and found that the tube
glowed when there was current through it. Later, Sir William Crookes (1832- 1919) found
the current in vacuum tubes seemed to consist of particles. Thomas Edison (1847-1931) ex-
perimented with carbon filament bulbs with plates and discovered that there was a current
from the hot filament to a positively charged plate. He patented the idea but never used it.

Other early experimenters measured the properties of the particles that flowed in vac-
uum tubes. Sir Joseph Thompson (1856-1940) measured properties ofthese particles, later
called electrons.

Although wireless telegraphic communication dates back to 1844, electronics is basi-
cally a 20th century concept that began with the invention of the vacuum tube amplifier. An
early vacuum tube that allowed current in only one direction was constructed by John A.
Fleming in 1904. Called the Fleming valve, it was the forerunner of vacuum tube diodes.
In 1907, Lee DeForest added a grid to the vacuum tube. The new device, called the au-
diotron, could amplify a weak signal. By adding the control element, DeForest ushered in
the electronics revolution. It was an improved version of his device that made transconti-
nental telephone service and radios possible. In 1912, a radio amateur in San Jose, Califor-
nia, was regularly broadcasting music!

In 1921, the secretary of commerce, Herbert Hoover, issued the first license to a broad-
cast radio station; within two years over 600 licenses were issued. By the end of the 1920s
radios were in many homes. A new type of radio, the superheterodyne radio, invented by
Edwin Armstrong, solved problems with high-frequency communication. In 1923,
Vladimir Zworykin, an American researcher, invented the first television picture tube, and
in 1927 Philo T. Farnsworth applied for a patent for a complete television system.

The 1930s saw many developments in radio, including metal tubes, automatic gain con-
trol, "midget" radios, and directional antennas. Also started in this decade was the devel-
opment of the first electronic computers. Modern computers trace their origins to the work
of John Atanasoff at Iowa State University. Beginning in 1937, he envisioned a binary ma-
chine that could do complex mathematical work. By 1939, he and graduate student Clifford
Berry had constructed a binary machine called ABC, (for Atanasoff-Berry Computer) that
used vacuum tubes for logic and condensers (capacitors) for memory. In 1939, the mag-



netron, a microwave oscillator, was invented in Britain by Henry Boot and John Randall. In
the same year, the klystron microwave tube was invented in America by Russell and Sigurd
Varian.

The decade of the 1940s opened with World War n. The war spurred rapid advancements
in electronics. Radar and very high-frequency communication were made possible by the
magnetron and klystron. Cathode ray tubes were improved for use in radar. Computer work
continued during the war. By 1946, John von Neumann had developed the first stored pro-
gram computer, the Eniac, at the University of Pennsylvania. One of the most significant
inventions ever occurred in 1947 with the invention of the transistor. The inventors were
Walter Brattain, John Bardeen, and William Shockley. All three won Nobel prizes for their
invention. PC (printed circuit) boards were also introduced in 1947. Commercial manufac-
turing of transistors didn't begin until 1951 in Allentown, Pennsylvania.

The most important invention of the 1950s was the integrated circuit. On September 12,
1958, Jack Kilby, at Texas Instruments, made the first integrated circuit (Figure P-5), for
which he was awarded a Nobel prize in the fall of 2000. This invention literally created the
modern computer age and brought about sweeping changes in medicine, communication,
manufacturing, and the entertainment industry. Many billions of "chips"-as integrated cir-
cuits came to be called-have since been manufactured.

The 1960s saw the space race begin and spurred work on miniaturization and comput-
ers. The space race was the driving force behind the rapid changes in electronics that fol-
lowed. The first successful "op-amp" was designed by Bob Widlar at Fairchild
Semiconductor in 1965. Called the /lA 709, it was very successful but suffered from "latch-up"

William
Shockley
1910-1989

John
Bardeen
1908-1991
An electrical
engineer and
physicist born in
Madison,
Wisconsin, Dr.

Bardeen was on the faculty of the
University of Minnesota from 1938
to 1941 and a physicist at the
Naval Ordnance Lab from 1941 to
1945. He then joined Bell Labs
and remained there until 1951.
Some of his fields of interest were
conduction in semiconductors and
metals, surface properties of
semiconductors, and
superconductivity. While at Bell
Labs he jointly invented the
transistor with colleagues WaIter
Brattain and William Shockley.
After leaving Bell Labs in 1951, Dr.
Bardeen joined the faculty at the
University of Illinois. (Photo credit:
AlP Emilio Segre Visual Archives,
W. F.Meggers Gallery of Nobel
Laureates)

An American
born in
London,
England, Dr.
Shockley

obtained his PhD in 1936 from
M.I.T. He joined Bell Labs upon
graduation and remained there
until 1955. His research emphasis
included areas of energy bands in
solids, theory of vacuum tubes,
photoelectrons, ferromagnetic
domains, and transistor physics.
While at Bell Labs, Dr. Shockley
joined John Bardeen and Waiter
Brattain in the invention of the
transistor in 1947. After leaving Bell
Labs, Dr. Shockley spent time at
Beckman Instruments and at
Stanford University. (Photo credit:
AlP Emilio Segre Visual Archives,
PhysicsToday Collection)
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Waiter
H. Brattain
1902-1987
An American
born in China,
Dr. Brattain
joined Bell
Telephone

Laboratories in 1929. One of his
main areas of research was the
surface properties of
semiconductive materials. His chief
contributions were the discovery of
the photo effect at the surface of a
semiconductor and the invention
of the point-contact transistor in
1947, which he jointly invented
with John Bardeen and William
Shockley. (Photo credit: AlP Emilio
Segre Visual Archives, W. F. Meggers
Gallery of Nobel Laureates)
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Jack S. Kilby
1923-
Jack Kilbywas
born in
Missouri and
earned degrees
in electrical
engineering

from the University of Illinois and
the University of Wisconsin. From
1947 to 1958, he worked at the
Centralab Division of Globe Union,
Inc. in Milwaukee. In 1958, he
joined Texas Instruments in Dallas
where he was responsible for
integrated circuit development and
applications. Within a year after
joining TI he invented the
monolithic integrated circuit and
the rest is history. Mr. Kilby left TI
in 1970. (Photo credit: Courtesy of
Texas Instruments)

FIGURE P-5

The first integrated circuit. (Courtesy of Texas
Instruments)

and other problems. Later, the most popular op-amp ever, the 741, took shape at Fairchild.
This op-amp became the industry standard and influenced design of op-amps for years to
come. Precursors to the Internet began in the 1960s with remote networked computers. Sys-
tems were in place within Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory that connected over
100 terminals to a computer system (colorfully called the "Octopus system"). In an exper-
iment in 1969 with remote computers, an exchange took place between researchers at
UCLA and Stanford. The UCLA group hoped to connect to a Stanford computer and began
by typing the word "log in" on its terminal. A separate telephone connection was set up and
the following conversation occurred.

The UCLA group asked over the phone, "Do you see the letter L?"
"Yes, we see the L."
The UCLA group typed an O. "Do you see the letter O?"
"Yes, we see the 0."
The UCLA group typed a G. At this point the system crashed. Such was technology, but

a revolution was in the making.
By 1971, a new company that had been formed by a group from Fairchild introduced the

first microprocessor. The company was Intel and the product was the 4004 chip, which had
the same processing power as the Eniac computer. Later in that same year, Intel announced
the first 8-bit processor, the 8008. In 1975, the first personal computer was introduced by
Altair, and Popular Science magazine featured it on the cover of the January 1975 issue.
The 1970s also saw the introduction of the pocket calculator and new developments in op-
tical integrated circuits.

By the 1980s, half of all U.S. homes were using cable hookups instead of television an-
tennas. The reliability, speed, and miniaturization of electronics continued throughout the
1980s, including automated testing and calibrating of PC boards. The computer became a
part of instrumentation and the virtual instrument was created. Computers became a stan-
dard tool on the workbench.

The 1990s saw a widespread application of the Internet. In 1993, there were 130 web-
sites; by the start of the new century (in 2001) there were over 24 million. In the 1990s,
companies scrambled to establish a home page and many of the early developments of ra-
dio broadcasting had parallels with the Internet. The exchange of information and e-commerce
fueled the tremendous economic growth of the 1990s. The Internet became especially im-
portant to scientists and engineers, becoming one of the most important scientific commu-
nication tools ever.

In 1995, the FCC allocated spectrum space for a new service called Digital Audio Ra-
dio Service. Digital television standards were adopted in 1996 by the FCC for the nation's
next generation of broadcast television. As the 20th century drew toward a close, historians
could only breathe a sign ofrelief. As one person put it, "I'rn all for new technologies, but
I wish they'd let the old ones wear out first."

The 21st century dawned on January 1, 2001 (although most people celebrated the new
century the previous year, known as "Y2K"). The major story was the continuing explosive
growth of the Internet; shortly thereafter, scientists were planning a new supercomputer sys-
tem that would make massive amounts of information accessible in a computer network.
The new international data grid will be an even greater resource than the World Wide Web,
giving people the capability to access enormous amounts of information and the resources
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to run simulations on a supercomputer. Research in the 21st century continues along lines
of faster and smaller circuits using new technologies. One promising area of research in-
volves carbon nanotubes, which have been found to have properties of semiconductors in
certain configurations.
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Glossa

ac ground A point in a circuit that appears as ground to ac signals
only.

active filter A frequency-selective circuit consisting of active
devices such as transistors or op-amps coupled with reactive
components.

AID conversion A process whereby information in analog form is
converted into digital form.

alpha (0') The ratio of de collector current to de emitter current in
a bipolar junction transistor.

amplification The process of increasing the power, voltage, or
current by electronic means.

amplifier An electronic circuit having the capability to amplify
power, voltage, or current.

amplitude modulation (AM) A communication method in which
a lower-frequency signal modulates (varies) the amplitude of a
higher-frequency signal (carrier).

analog Characterized by a linear process in which a variable takes
on a continuous set of values.

angle of incidence The angle at which a light ray strikes a
surface.

anode The p region of a diode.

antilogarithm The result obtained when the base of a number is
raised to a power equal to the logarithm of that number.

astable Characterized by having no stable states.

atom The smallest particle of an element that possesses the
unique characteristics of that element.

atomic number The number of protons in an atom.

attenuation The reduction in the level of power, current, or voltage.

audio Related to the frequency range of sound waves that can be
heard by the human ear and generally considered to be in the
20 Hz to 20 kHz range.

avalanche The rapid buildup of conduction electrons due to
excessive reverse-bias voltage.

avalanche breakdown The higher voltage breakdown in a zener
diode.

balanced modulation A form of amplitude modulation in which
the carrier is suppressed; sometimes known as suppressed-carrier
modulation.

band-pass filter A type of filter that passes a range of frequencies
lying between a certain lower frequency and a certain higher
frequency.

band-stop filter A type of filter that blocks or rejects a range of
frequencies lying between a certain lower frequency and a certain
higher frequency.

bandwidth The characteristic of certain types of electronic
circuits that specifies the usable range of frequencies that pass
from input to output.

barrier potential The amount of energy required to produce full
conduction across the pn junction in forward bias.

base One of the semiconductor regions in a BIT. The base is very
thin and lightly doped compared to the other regions.

Bessel A type of filter response having a linear phase
characteristic and less than -20 dB/decade/pole rolloff.

beta (m The ratio of de collector current to de base current in a
BIT; current gain from base to collector.

bias The application of a de voltage to a diode, transistor, or other
device to produce a desired mode of operation.

bipolar Characterized by both free electrons and holes as current
carriers.

BJT Bipolar junction transistor; a transistor constructed with three
doped semiconductor regions separated by two pn junctions.

Bode plot An idealized graph of the gain in dB versus frequency
used to graphically illustrate the response of an amplifier or filter.

bounding The process of limiting the output range of an amplifier
or other circuit.

breakdown The phenomenon of a sudden and drastic increase
when a certain voltage is reached across a device.

bridge rectifier A type of full-wave rectifier consisting of diodes
arranged in a four-cornered configuration.

Butterworth A type of filter response characterized by flatness in
the passband and a -20 dB/decade/pole roll-off.

bypass capacitor A capacitor placed across the emitter resistor of
an amplifier.

byte A group of eight bits in binary data.

CAB Configurable analog block; one of the programmable
resources in an FPAA generally consisting of one or more op-
amps, a switch matrix, and a capacitor bank.

CAM Configurable analog module; a predesigned analog circuit
for which some of its parameters can be selectively programmed.

capture range The range of frequencies over which a PLL can
acquire lock.

carbon A serniconductive material.

carrier The high radio frequency (RF) signal that carries
modulated information in AM, FM, or other systems.

cascade An arrangement of circuits in which the output of one
circuit becomes the input to the next.

cathode The n region of a diode.

C code A code used for dynamically configuring an FPAA.

center-tapped rectifier A type of full-wave rectifier consisting of
a center-tapped transformer and two diodes.

channel The conductive path between the drain and source in a FET.

Chebyshev A type of filter response characterized by ripples in
the passband and a greater than -20 dB/decade/pole roll-off.

damper A circuit that adds a dc level to an ac voltage using a
diode and a capacitor.

dass A A type of amplifier that operates entirely in its linear
(active) region.
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class AB A type of amplifier that is biased into slight conduction.

class B A type of amplifier that operates in the linear region for
1800 of the input cycle because it is biased at cutoff.

class C A type of amplifier that operates only for a small portion
of the input cycle.

clipper See Limiter.

closed-loop An op-amp configuration in which the output is
connected back to the input through a feedback circuit.

closed-loop voltage gain (Ad) The voltage gain of an op-amp
with external feedback.

CMRR Common-mode rejection ratio; the ratio of open-loop gain
to common-mode gain; a measure of an op-arnp's ability to reject
common-mode signals.

coherent light Light having only one wavelength.

collector The largest of the three semiconductor regions of a BIT.

common-base (CB) A BIT amplifier configuration in which the
base is the common terminal to an ac signal or ground.

common-collector (CC) A BJT amplifier configuration in which
the collector is the common terminal to an ac signal or ground.

common-drain (CD) A FET amplifier configuration in which the
drain is the grounded terminal.

common-emitter (CE) A BJT amplifier configuration in which
the emitter is the common terminal to an ac signal or ground.

common-gate (CG) A FET amplifier configuration in which the
gate is the grounded terminal.

common mode A condition where two signals applied to
differential inputs are of the same phase, frequency, and amplitude.

common-source (CS) A FET amplifier configuration in which the
source is the grounded terminal.

comparator A circuit which compares two input voltages and
produces an output in either of two states indicating the greater or
less than relationship of the inputs.

complementary symmetry transistors Two transistors, one npn,
and one pnp, having matched characteristics.

conduction electron A free electron.

conductor A material that conducts electrical current very well.

configuration RAM A random-access memory used in FPAAs
for storing configuration data from the shadow RAM immediately
prior to reconfiguring the FPAA.

core The central part of an atom, includes the nucleus and all but
the valence electrons.

covalent Related to the bonding of two or more atoms by the
interaction of their valence electrons.

critical angle The angle that defines whether a light ray will be
reflected or refracted when it strikes a surface.

critical frequency The frequency at which the response of an
amplifier or filter is 3 dB less than at midrange.

crossover distortion Distortion in the output of a class B push-
pull amplifier at the point where each transistor changes from the
cutoff state to the on state.

crystal A solid material in which the atoms are arranged in a
symmetrical pattern.

current The rate of flow of electrical charge.

current mirror A circuit that uses matching diode junctions to
form a current source. The current in a diode junction is reflected
as a matching current in the other junction (which is typically the
base-emitter junction of a transistor). Current mirrors are
commonly used to bias a push-pull amplifier.

cutoff The non conducting state of a transistor.

cutoff frequency Another term for critical frequency.

cutoff voltage The value of the gate-to-source voltage that makes
the drain current approximately zero.

D/A conversion The process of converting a sequence of digital
codes to an analog form.

damping factor A filter characteristic that determines the type of
response.

dark current The amount of thermally generated reverse current
in a photodiode in the absence of light.

darlington pair A configuration of two transistors in which the
collectors are connected and the emitter of the first drives the base
of the second to achieve beta multiplication.

dBm A unit for measuring power levels referenced to I mW.

de load line A straight line plot of lc and VCE for a transistor circuit.

decade A ten-times increase or decrease in the value of a quantity
such as frequency.

decibel (dB) A logarithmic measure of the ratio of one power to
another or one voltage to another.

demodulation The process in which the information signal is
recovered from the IF carrier signal; the reverse of modulation.

depletion In a MOSFET, the process of removing or depleting the
channel of charge carriers and thus decreasing the channel
conductivity.

depletion region The area near a pn junction on both sides that
has no majority carriers.

derivative The instantaneous rate of change of a function,
determined mathematically.

development software A software that is used for entering a
circuit design on the computer, simulating the design, and
down loading the design to the FPAA device.

diac A two-terminal four-layer semiconductor device (thyristor)
that can conduct current in either direction when properly
activated.

differential mode A mode of op-amp operation in which two
opposite polarity signal voltages are applied to two inputs.

differential amplifier (diff-amp) An amplifier in which the
output is a function of the difference between two input voltages,
used as the input stage of an op-amp.

differentiator A circuit that produces an output which
approximates the instantaneous rate of change of the input function.

digital Characterized by a process in which a variable takes on
either of two values.

diode A semiconductor device with a single pn junction that
conducts current in only one direction.

diode drop The voltage across the diode when it is forward-
biased; approximately the same as the barrier potential and
typically 0.7 V for silicon.



discriminator A type of FM demodulator.

doping The process of imparting impurities to an intrinsic
semi conductive material in order to control its conduction
characteristics.

downloading The process of implementing the software
description of a circuit in an FPAA.

drain One of the three terminals of a FET analogous to the
collector of a BIT.

dynamic reconfiguration The process of downloading a design
modification or new design in an FPAA while it is operating in a
system without the need to power down or reset the system; also
known as "on-the-fly" reprogramming.

dynamic resistance The nonlinear internal resistance of a
semiconductive material.

efficiency The ratio of the signal power delivered to a load to the
power from the power supply of an amplifier.

electroluminescence The process of releasing light energy by the
recombination of electrons in a semiconductor.

electrostatic discharge (ESD) The discharge of a high voltage
through an insulating path that can destroy an electronic device.

electron The basic particle of negative electrical charge.

electron-hole pair The conduction electron and the hole created
when the electron leaves the valence band.

emitter The most heavily doped of the three semiconductor
regions of a BIT.

emitter-follower A popular term for a common-collector amplifier.

enhancement In a MOSFET, the process of creating a channel or
increasing the conductivity of the channel by the addition of
charge carriers.

feedback The process of returning a portion of a circuit's output back
to the input in such a way as to oppose or aid a change in the output.

feedback oscillator An electronic circuit that operates with
positive feedback and produces a time-varying output signal
without an external input signal.

FET Field-effect transistor; a type of unipolar, voltage-controlled
transistor that uses an induced electric field to control current.

fiber optics The use of light for the transmission of information
through tiny fiber cables.

filter A capacitor in a power supply used to reduce the variation
of the output voltage from a rectifier; a type of circuit that passes
or blocks certain frequencies to the exclusion of all others.

floating point A point in the circuit that is not electrically
connected to ground or a "solid" voltage.

fold-back current limiting A method of current limiting in
voltage regulators.

forced commutation A method of turning off an SCR.

forward bias The condition in which a diode conducts current.

forward-breakover voltage (VBR(F)) The voltage at which a
device enters the forward-blocking region.

4-layer diode The type of two-terminal thyristor that conducts
current when the anode-to-cathode voltage reaches a specified
"breakover" value.
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four-quadrant multiplier A linear device that produces an output
voltage proportional to the product of two input voltages.

FPAA Field-programmable analog array; an integrated circuit that
can be programmed for implementation of an analog circuit design.

free electron An electron that has acquired enough energy to
break away from the valance band of the parent atom; also called
a conduction electron.

frequency modulation (FM) A communication method in which
a lower frequency intelligence-carrying signal modulates (varies)
the frequency of a higher frequency signal.

frequency response The change in gain or phase shift over a
specified range of input signal frequencies.

full-wave rectifier A circuit that converts an ac sinusoidal input
voltage into a pulsating de voltage with two output pulses
occurring for each input cycle.

fuse A protective device that burns open when the current exceeds
a rated limit.

gain The amount by which an electrical signal is increased or
amplified.

gain-bandwidth product A constant parameter which is always
equal to the frequency at which the op-amp's open-loop gain is
unity (1).

gate One of the three terminals of a FET analogous to the base of
a BIT.

germanium A semiconductive material.

half-wave rectifier A circuit that converts an ac sinusoidal input
voltage into a pulsating de voltage with one output pulse
occurring for each input cycle.

high-pass filter A type of filter that passes frequencies above a
certain frequency while rejecting lower frequencies.

holding current (Iu) The value of the anode current below which
a device switches from the forward-conduction region to the
forward-blocking region.

hole The absence of an electron in the valence band of an atom.

host processor A microprocessor embedded in the system in which
the FPAA is operating for controlling dynamic configuration.

hysteresis Characteristic of a circuit in which two different trigger
levels create an offset or lag in the switching action.

IGBT Insulated-gate bipolar transistor; a device that combines
features of the MOSFET and the BIT and used mainly for high-
voltage switching applications.

index of refraction An optical characteristic of a material that
determines the critical angle.

infrared (IR) Light that has a range of wavelengths greater than
visible light.

input resistance The resistance looking in at the transistor base.

instrumentation amplifier An amplifier used for amplifying
small signals riding on large common-mode voltages.

insulator A material that does not conduct current.

integrated circuit (le) A type of circuit in which all the
components are constructed on a single tiny chip of silicon.
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integrator A circuit that produces an output which approximates
the area under the curve of the input function.

intrinsic The pure or natural state of a material.

inverting amplifier An op-amp closed-loop configuration in
which the input signal is applied to the inverting input.

ionization The removal or addition of an electron from or to a
neutral atom so that the resulting atom (called an ion) has a net
positive or negative charge.

irradiance (H) The power per unit area at a specified distance for
the LED; the light intensity.

isolation amplifier An amplifier with electrically isolated internal
stages.

JFET Junction field-effect transistor; one of two major types of
field-effect transistors.

large-signal A signal that operates an amplifier over a significant
portion of its load line.

LASCR Light-activated silicon-controlled rectifier; a four-layer
semiconductor device (thyristor) that conducts current in one
direction when activated by a sufficient amount of light and
continues to conduct until the current falls below a specified
value.

laser Light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation.

light-emitting diode (LED) A type of diode that emits light when
there is forward current.

limiter A diode circuit that clips off or removes part of a
waveform above and/or below a specified level.

linear Characterized by a straight-line relationship.

linear region The region of operation along the load line between
saturation and cutoff.

linear regulator A voltage regulator in which the control element
operates in the linear region.

line regulation The change in output voltage for a given change
in input (line) voltage, normally expressed as a percentage.

load The amount of current drawn from the output of a circuit
through a load resistance.

load regulation The change in output voltage for a given change
in load current, normally expressed as a percentage.

lock range The range of frequencies over which a PLL can
maintain lock.

logarithm An exponent; the logarithm of a quantity is the
exponent or power to which a given number called the base must
be raised in order to equal the quantity.

look-up table (LUT) A type of memory that stores
preprogrammed data for use in the configuration of an FPAA.

loop gain An op-amp's open-loop gain times the attenuation.

lower-side frequency In balanced modulation, the difference of
the carrier frequency and the modulation frequency.

low-pass filter A type of filter that passes frequencies below a
certain frequency while rejecting higher frequencies.

majority carrier The most numerous charge carrier in a doped
semiconductive material (either free electrons or holes).

midrange gain The gain that occurs for the range of frequencies
between the lower and upper critical frequencies.

minority carrier The least numerous charge carrier in a doped
semiconductive material (either free electrons or holes).

mixer A device for down-converting frequencies in a receiver
system.

modem A device that converts signals produced by one type of
device to a form compatible with another; modulatorldemodulator.

modulation The process in which a signal containing information
is used to modify a characteristic of another signal such as
amplitude, frequency, or pulse width so that the information on
the first is also contained on the second.

monochromatic Related to light of a single frequency; one color.

MOSFET Metal oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor; one
of two major types of FETs; sometimes called IGFET for
insulated-gate FET.

multistage Characterized by having more than one stage; a
cascaded arrangement of two or more amplifiers.

natural logarithm The exponent to which the base e (e =
2.71828) must be raised in order to equal a given quantity.

negative feedback The process of returning a portion of the
output signal to the input of an amplifier such that it is out of
phase with the input signal.

neutron An uncharged particle found in the nucleus of an atom.

noise An unwanted signal.

noninverting amplifier An op-amp closed-loop configuration in
which the input signal is applied to the noninverting input.

nucleus The central part of an atom containing protons and neutrons.

octave A two-times increase or decrease in the value of a quantity
such as frequency.

open-loop voltage gain (Aol) The voltage gain of an op-amp
without external feedback.

operational amplifier (op-amp) A type of amplifier that has a
very high voltage gain, very high input impedance, very low
output impedance, and good rejection of common-mode signals.

operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) A voltage-to-
current amplifier.

orbit The path an electron takes as it circles around the nucleus of
an atom.

order The number of poles in a filter.

oscillator A circuit that produces a periodic waveform on its
output with only the de supply voltage as its input.

output resistance The resistance looking in at the transistor
collector.

overall voltage gain The product of the attenuation and the gain
from base to collector of an amplifier.

passband The range of frequencies that are allowed to pass
through a filter with minimum attenuation.

peak inverse voltage (PIV) The maximum value of reverse
voltage which occurs at the peak of the input cycle when the diode
is reversed-biased.



pentavalent Describes an atom with five valence electrons.

phase-locked loop (PLL) A device for locking onto and tracking
the frequency of an incoming signal.

phase margin The difference between the total phase shift
through an amplifier and 180 degrees; the additional amount of
phase shift that can be allowed before instability occurs.

phase shift The relative angular displacement of a time-varying
function relative to a reference.

phase-shift oscillator A type of feedback oscillator that is
characterized by three RC circuits in the positive feedback loop
that produces a phase shift of 180°.

photo diode A diode in which the reverse current varies directly
with the amount of light.

photon A particle of light energy.

phototransistor A transistor in which base current is produced
when light strikes the photosensitive semiconductor base region.

piezoelectric effect The property of a crystal whereby a changing
mechanical stress produces a voltage across the crystal.

pinch-off voltage The value of the drain-to-source voltage of a
FET at which the drain current becomes constant when the gate-
to-source voltage is zero.

pn junction The boundary between two different types of
semiconductive materials.

pole A circuit containing one resistor and one capacitor that
contributes -20 dB/decade to a filter's roll-off.

positive feedback The return of a portion of the output signal to
the input such that it reinforces and sustains the output. This
output signal is in phase with the input signal.

power gain The ratio of output power to input power of an amplifier.

power supply A circuit that converts ac line voltage to de voltage
and supplies constant power to operate a circuit or system.

proton The basic particle of positive charge.

push-pull A type of class B amplifier with two transistors in
which one transistor conducts for one half-cycle and the other
conducts for the other half-cycle.

PUT Programmable unijunction transistor; a type of three-
terminal thyristor (more like an SCR than a UIT) that is
triggered into conduction when the voltage at the anode exceeds
the voltage at the gate.

Q-point The de operating (bias) point of an amplifier specified by
voltage and current values.

quality factor (Q) For a reactive component, a figure of merit
which is the ratio of energy stored and returned by the component
to the energy dissipated; for a band-pass filter, the ratio of the
center frequency to its bandwidth.

radiant intensity (le) The output power of an LED per steradian
in units of mW/sr.

radiation The process of emitting electromagnetic or light energy.

recombination The process of a free (conduction band) electron
falling into a hole in the valence band of an atom.

rectifier An electronic circuit that converts ac into pulsating de:
one part of a power supply. b ,
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regulator An electronic device or circuit that maintains an
essentially constant output voltage for a range of input voltage or
load values; one part of a power supply.

relaxation oscillator An electronic circuit that uses an RC timing
circuit to generate a nonsinusoidal waveform without an external
input signal.

reverse bias The condition in which a diode prevents CUITent.

ripple factor A measure of effectiveness of a power supply filter
in reducing the ripple voltage; ratio of the ripple voltage to the de
output voltage.

ripple voltage The small variation in the dc output voltage of a
filtered rectifier caused by the charging and discharging of the
filter capacitor.

r parameter One of a set of BIT characteristic parameters that
include aDC' f3DC' r:, rb' and r',

roll-off The rate of decrease in the gain above or below the critical
frequencies of a filter.

saturation The state of a BIT in which the collector current
has reached a maximum and is independent of the base
current.

schematic A symbolized diagram representing an electrical or
electronic circuit.

Schmitt trigger A comparator with hysteresis.

SCR Silicon-controlled rectifier; a type of three-terminal thyristor
that conducts current when triggered on by a voltage at the single
gate terminal and remains on until the anode current falls below a
specified value.

SCS Silicon-controlled switch; a type of four-terminal thyristor that
has two gate terminals that are used to trigger the device on and off.

semiconductor A material that lies between conductors and
insulators in its conductive properties.

shadow RAM A random-access memory used in FPAAs for
temporarily holding data while the device is operating and before
it is loaded into the configuration RAM for reprogramming.

shell An energy band in which electrons orbit the nucleus of an
atom.

signal compression The process of scaling down the amplitude of
a signal voltage.

silicon A semi conductive material.

single-ended mode A mode of op-amp operation in which a
signal voltage is applied to only one input.

slew rate The rate of change of the output voltage of an op-amp in
response to a step input.

source One of the three terminals of a FET analogous to the
emitter of a BIT.

source-follower The common-drain amplifier.

spectral Pertaining to a range of frequencies.

stability A measure of how well an amplifier maintains its design
values (Qvpoint, gain, etc.) over changes in beta and temperature.

stage One of the amplifier circuits in a multi stage configuration.

standoff ratio The characteristic of a UIT that determines its
turn-on point.
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summing amplifier An op-amp configuration with two or more
inputs that produces an output voltage that is proportional to the
negative of the algebraic sum of its input voltages.

suppressed-carrier modulation A form of amplitude modulation
in which the carrier is suppressed; also called balanced
modulation.

switched-capacitor circuit A combination of a capacitor and
transistor switches used in programmable analog devices to
emulate resistors.

switching current (Is) The value of anode current at the point
where the device switches from the forward-blocking region to the
forward-conduction region.

switching regulator A voltage regulator in which the control
element operates as a switch.

thermal overload A condition in a rectifier where the internal
power dissipation of the circuit exceeds a certain maximum due to
excessive current.

thermistor A temperature-sensitive resistor with a negative
temperature coefficient.

thyristor A class of four-layer (pnpn) semiconductor devices.

transconductance (gm) The ratio of a change in drain current to a
change in gate-to-source voltage in a FET; in general, the ratio of
the output current to the input voltage.

transistor A semiconductive device used for amplification and
switching applications.

triac A three-terminal thyristor that can conduct current in either
direction when properly activated.

trigger The activating input of some electronic devices and
circuits.

trivalent Describes an atom with three valence electrons.

troubleshooting A systematic process of isolating, identifying,
and correcting a fault in a circuit or system.

tuning ratio The ratio of varactor capacitances at minimum and at
maximum reverse voltages.

UJT Unijunction transistor; a three-terminal single pn junction
device that exhibits a negative resistance characteristic.

upper-side frequency In balanced modulation, the sum of the
carrier frequency and the modulated frequency.

valence Related to the outer shell of an atom.

varactor A variable capacitance diode.

V-I characteristic A curve showing the relationship of diode
voltage and current.

voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) A type of relaxation
oscillator whose frequency can be varied by a de control voltage;
an oscillator for which the output frequency is dependent on a
controlling input voltage.

voltage-follower A closed-loop, noninverting op-amp with a
voltage gain of 1.

voltage multiplier A circuit using diodes and capacitors that
increases the input voltage by two, three, or four times.

wavelength The distance in space occupied by one cycle of an
electromagnetic or light wave.

Wien bridge oscillator A type of feedback oscillator that is
characterized by an RC lead-lag circuit in the positive feedback loop.

zener breakdown The lower voltage breakdown in a zener diode.

zener diode A diode designed for limiting the voltage across its
terminals in reverse bias.
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Abrupt junction device, 127
Absorption, 566
Acceptor atom, ]6
AC collector resistance, 262, 265, 271,275
AC emitter resistance, 262, 265, 266, 271,

273,276
AC ground, 269, 273, 315
AC quantities, 262
AC resistance, 262
Active filter, 734-764
Active region, 176
AID conversion, 654
Admittance, 340
A]pha,170
A1uminum,8
AMI (alternative mark inversion), 927
Amplification, 181, 182,205,388-391
Amplifier, 167, 180-184,260-315

antilogarithmic, 716-717
audio, 819, 822, 840
averaging, 659
capacitor-coupled, 263, 293, 701
class A, 428-434, 455, 463, 586
class AB, 436, 444, 455, 463
class B, 435, 436, 463, 586
class C, 447-453, 463
common-base, 288-290, 315
common-collector, 281-288, 312
common-drain, 402-404, 414, 415
common-emitter, 268~281, 311, 312,

315,448
common-gate, 404-406, 414, 415
common-source, 391-401, 414, 415
complementary symmetry

transistor, 436
differential, 294-301, 315, 586
direct-coupled,294
D-MOSFET, 397
emitter-follower, 281, 312
FET, 386-4]5,492,504
instrumentation, 696-701, 725
intermediate-frequency (IF), 819, 822,

836,838,843
inverting, 599-600, 620, 625, 627, 707
isolation, 701-705, 725
large-signal, 428
linear, 263
logarithmic, 713~ 716
multi stage, 291-294, 512-5]4
noninverting, 596-598, 619, 625, 627
operational, 582-627, 644-683
operational transconductance (OTA),

705-712, 725
power, 426-463, 819, 822, 840
push-pull, 434,436,440, 444,463, 586

radio-frequency (RF), 357, 447,819,
821,835

scaling, 660
source-follower, 402, 414
sumrning,657~665,674,682,683,

754, 755
transformer-coupled, 436, 703,

839, 840
transistor, 180-184
voltage-follower, 598, 603, 607, 620,

625,627
Amplitude demodulation, 837-838
Amplitude modulation (AM), 710, 8]8,

828~834,857
AM receiver, 820
AnadigmDesigner2 software, 920-926
Analog array, 908~930
Analog-to-digital converter (ADC), 654
Angle of incidence, 566, 572
Angle of reflection, 566
Anode, 28, 33,38,135,536
Anode current interruption, 538
Antenna, 819
Antilogarithm, 716
Antimony, 15
Armstrong oscillator, 790
Arsenic, 15
Astable multivibrator, 798, 807
Atom, 4, 5, 8,9, 10, 11,38
Atomic bond, 10, 11
Atomic core, 7
Atomic nucleus, 4
Atomic number, 5
Attenuation, 273, 315, 480, 611, 736, 782
Audio, 661, 822, 834
Audio amplifier, 822, 840
Automatic gain control (AGC), 780,819
Avalanche, 23
Avalanche breakdown, 1] 1
Average forward current, 539
Average value, 52, 56

Backup battery, 543
Balanced modulation, 830, 857
Bandwidth, 510, 513, 520, 585, 616,

739, 753
Barrier potential, 19,22,29,30,38,52,57
Base, 166,205,233
Base-collector junction, 168, 173, 175
Base current, 169
Base-emitter junction, 168, 173, 175
Bessel filter, 742
Beta ((3),170,177,205,238,266,285
Bias, 20, 38, 13],205,216-249

base, 233, 248

clamper,453
collector-feedback, 237, 248
D-MOSFET, 361, 373, 397
drain-feedback, 362
emitter, 248
E-MOSFET, 362, 373, 399
forward, 20-22, 25, 29, 38, 50, 77, 130,

167,175
JFET,342
LED, 130-135, 153, 186
midpoint, 345
reverse, 22~24, 26, 29, 38, 111, 125,

135, 167, 330
self, 342-348, 364, 391,404
voltage-divider, 73, 224, 263, 310,

348-352, 362
zero, 25, 397

Bias current, 706
Bias current compensation, 607
Biased limiter, 71
Bias stability, 229, 233, 236, 238
Bias voltage, 20, 21, 22,73,330
BIFET,607
Binary-weighted resistor DAC, 661
Bipolar, 166
Bipolar junction transistor (BJT),

164-205,262-315,483,499,550,
557,558,715

Bismuth, 15
Bistable multivibrator, 797
Blanking level, 75
Block diagram, op-amp, 585
Bode plot, 495-498, 508, 509, 520, 610
Bohr mode] of the atom, 4
Boltzmann's constant, 713
Bonding diagram, 1]
Boron, ]6
Bounded comparator, 651, 652
Bounding, 651, 683
Breakdown, 333

avalanche, 111
reverse, 26, 111, 174,539
zener, 111, ]53

Break point, 496
Bridge rectifier, 60-62, 93
Buffer, 286
Butterworth filter, 741
Bypass capacitor, 268, 273, 274, 315,

477,489
Byte, 918

Capacitance
input, 341, 478, 500, 505
Miller, 478, 479, 500, 505
output, 479, 500, 503, 505, 507

967
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Capacitance, (cont.)
reverse transfer, 505
stray, 500
transistor, 477
varactor, 125-129, 153, 845

Capacitance ratio, 126
Capacitance tolerance range, 126
Capacitive coupling, 268,275,292,293,476
Capacitor, 125

bypass, 268, 273, 274, 315,477,489
coupling, 268, 275, 292, 293, 476
variable, 126

Capacitor bank, 918
Capacitor charge, 64, 666, 796, 800,

882,912
Capacitor-coupled amplifier, 268-281,

293, 701
Capacitor-input filter, 63-68
Capture range, 848, 857
Carbon, 7,8
Carrier, charge

majority, 16, 17, 19
minority, 16, 17, 19

Carrier frequency, 818, 828, 832, 834, 839
Cascade, 291, 743, 750
Cathode, 28, 33, 38, 110,536
C code, 926
CD player, 144
Center-tap, 57
Centcr-tapped rectifier, 57
Channel (FET), 330, 352,353, 355
Charge, 4, 17, 19,21
Charge carrier, 16, 17, 19
Chebyshev filter, 741
Cladding, 566
Clamper, 74-76, 94
Clamper bias, 453
Clapp oscillator, 788
Class A amplifier, 428-434, 455, 463, 586
Class AB amplifier, 436, 444, 455, 463
Class B amplifier, 435, 436, 463, 586
Class C amplifier, 447-453, 463
Clipper, 70
Closed loop, 596
Closed-loop response, 616-618
Closed-loop voltage gain, 596, 600, 610,

627,697
CMRR, 299, 315, 589, 627, 699
Coherent light, 143
Collector, 166, 205
Collector characteristic curve, 173-177
Collector current, 169, 171, 185,559
Collector feedback, 237, 248
Colpitts oscillator, 785
Common, 270
Common anode, 135
Common-base amplifier, 288-290, 315
Common cathode, 135
Common-collector amplifier, 281-288, 312
Common-drain amplifier, 402-404, 414, 415

Common-emitter amplifier, 268-281, 315
Common-gate amplifier, 404-406, 414, 415
Common mode, 297, 315, 588, 590,

627,697
Common-mode input impedance, 590
Common-mode rejection, 297, 588
Common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR),

299,315,589,627,699
Common-source amplifier, 391-401,

414,415
Communications circuits, 816-858
Comparator, 646-656, 672, 682, 683, 711
Compensation

bias current, 607
input offset voltage, 590, 608

Complementary pair, 436
Complementary symmetry, 436
Conduction, 12-14
Conduction angle, 548
Conduction band, 8, 19,22
Conduction electron, 13, 16
Conductivity, 15,354
Conductor, 8, 38
Configurable analog block (CAB), 910,

911,918,930
Configurable analog module (CAM), 920,

922,930
Configuration RAM, 918, 930
Constant current, 68, 139
Constant-current limiting, 876
Constant-current region, 333
Constant-current source, 718
Control element, 874
Control logic, 918
Conventional current, 28, 168
Conversion gain, 846
Converter, 718
Copper, 9
Core, 7, 566
Coulomb's law, 19
Covalent bond, 10-12
Critical angle, 566, 572
Critical frequency, 481,485,493,506,510,

512,513,520,736,738,743,752
Crossover distortion, 436, 437, 442
Crowbar circuit, 544
Crystal, 11, 38,790,791
Crystal oscillator, 790, 791
Current, 8

average, 912
bias, 706
charging, 910
constant, 68, 139
conventional, 28
dark, 136
electron, 13, 14, 19
forward, 25, 29, 30
holding, 533, 537, 573
hole, 13, 14, 16,20,23
input-bias, 590, 606

input-offset, 591
leakage, 116, 185, 196
10ad,50,56,69, 120,275,396,877
majority, 16, 17, 19, 140
minority, 16, 17, 19, 140, 167
reverse, 23, 24, 29, 31, 135
shunt, 878
surge, 67
switching, 540
zener test, 112, 115

Current-controlled variable resistance, 141
Current gain, 168, 170, 182,280,283,289
Current limiting, 21, 29, 893
Current minor, 438
Current regulator, 139, 894
Current -to- voltage converter, 719
Current transfer ratio, 565
Curve tracer, 196
Cutoff, 174, 175, 185,205,219,222,335
Cutoff frequency, 481, 736
Cutoff voltage, 335, 336

D/A conversion, 661
Damping factor, 739, 742, 746, 764
Dark current, 136
Darlington pair, 285
Darlington emitter-follower, 285, 286
Darlington class AB, 444
Data communications, 567
Data sheet

diode, 68, 79-82
LED, 133-134
photodiode, 137-138
transistor, 180-182,200,339,360,369,

403,411,459,518
varactor, 125-130
zen er, 115-117

dB,291,293,479-483,486, 520, 589,611
dBm,482
DC current transfer ratio, 565
DC load line, 219, 249
DC operating point, 218-224
DC restorer, 74, 75
DC value, 52, 56
Decade, 486, 520
Decibel (dB), 291, 293, 479-483, 486,

520,589,611
De-emphasis network, 822
Delay angle, 548
Demodulator, 701, 850
Depletion, 18,353,354,374
Depletion region, 17-20,22, 111, 125,

168,335
Derating, 115, 117, 179
Detector, 819
Diac, 545, 573
Differential amplifier, 294-301, 315,

586,627
Differential input, 297, 586, 588
Differential input impedance, 590



Differential mode, 297, 627
Differentiator, 669-671, 683
Diffusion, 18
Digital, 655
Digital-to-analog converter (DAC), 661
Dielectric, 125, 126
Diode, 17-36,38,48-94,714

complete model, 31
constant-current, 139
current-regulator, 139
four-layer, 532-535, 573
high-intensity, light-emitting, 135
hot-carrier, 140
ideal model, 29
IR-emitting, 131, 135
laser, 143
light-emitting, 130-135
optical, 130-139
photo, 135-139, 153
pin, 141
practical model, 30
rectifier, 79, 110
Schottky, 140
Shockley, 532-535
step-recovery, 141
tunnel, 142
varactor, 125-129, 153,842,845
zener, 110-124, 153

Diode bias, 20-24, 50, 71, 73
Diode breakdown, 26
Diode capacitance, 125, 126, 128, 141
Diode characteristic curve, 25-28
Diode c1amper, 74-76, 94
Diode clipper, 70
Diode data sheet, 68, 79-82

MRD821,138
1N5139-lN5148,127
1N4728-lN4764,116-117
1N4001-lN4007,80-82

Diode drop, 57, 60, 70
Diode limiter, 70
Diode model, 28-34

complete, 31
ideal, 29, 53
practical, 30, 52

Diode pin configuration, 33
Diode rectifier, 50-62
Diode testing, 34-36, 191
Discrete point measurement, 759
Discriminator, 822
Distortion, 222, 436
Divide circuit, 827
DMM,34,191
D-MOSFET, 353, 358, 361, 365, 372,

397,398
Dominant RC circuit, 496
Donor atom, 15
Doping, 15,38,110,111,125,126,140,

141, 142, 167
Double ended, 588

Download, 910, 925, 930
Drain, 330, 354, 355, 374
Drain characteristic curve, 333, 334
Drain-to-source resistance, 341
Dual-gate MOSFET, 357
Duty cycle, 702, 800, 882, 895
Dynamic reconfiguration, 918, 926, 930
Dynamic range, 717
Dynamic resistance, 22, 25, 26, 31

ECG system, 721
Efficiency, 433, 442, 451, 463
Electric field, 19,22,135,168
Electroluminescence, 130, 153
Electromagnetic wave, 818
Electron, 4, 38

conduction, 13, 16
free, 6, 9,13,14,17,18,38
valence, 6, 9, 20, 23, 167

Electron current, 13,21, 167
Electron-hole pair, 13, 16,23
Electron orbit, 5
Electron shell, 5, 6, 38
Electrons per shell, 5
Electrostatic discharge (ESD), 360, 445, 463
Element, 4
Emitter, 166, 205
Emitter current, 169, 171, 182
Emitter bias, 235, 236
Emitter-follower, 281, 315
E-MOSFET, 355, 359, 362, 365, 373, 399
Emulation of a resistor, 913, 915
Energy, 5, 6, 8, 13, 19,20,22, 130, 133, 144
Energy band, 8, 12, 13
Energy diagram, 9, 19
Energy gap, 8, 12,20
Energy gradient, 20
Energy hill, 20
Energy level, 5
Enhancement, 353, 354, 374, 399
Equivalent circuit, 264-267, 269, 311,

312,313,388,394,536,551
Error detector, 873
Evaluation board, FPAA, 925
External pass transistor, 891

Fall time, 516
Fault analysis, 86-89
Feedback, 249, 752

negative, 237
positive, 774, 775, 778, 779, 807

FET,328-375
Fetal heartbeat monitoring, 705
Fiber-optics, 565-568, 573
Fiber optic cable, 566
Field-effect transistor (FET), 328-375
Field-progranunable analog array (FPAA),

910-930
Figure of merit, 128
Filter, SO, 63-68, 94
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active, 734-764
band-elimination, 740
band-pass, 128,739,751-757,764
band-reject, 740
band-stop, 740, 757-759, 764, 783
Bessel,742
biquad,756
Butterworth,741
capacitor, 63, 67,87
capacitor-input, 63-68
cascaded, 743, 747, 750, 751
Chebyshev, 741
high-pass, 738, 748-751, 754, 764
LC,882
low-pass, 736, 744-748, 754,764,

844, 847
multiple-feedback, 752, 757
notch, 740, 783
power supply, 63-68, 145
RC, 736
rectifier, 50, 63
Sallen-Key, 745, 749
single-pole, 745, 748
state-variable, 754, 757
three-pole, 743
two-pole, 749

Flash ADC, 654
Flip-flop, 797
Floating point measurement, 191, 195
Flow chart, programming, 921
Fold-back current limiting, 877
Forced commutation, 538
Forward bias, 20-22, 25, 29, 38, 50, 77,

130,167,175,545
Forward-blocking region, 533, 539
Forward-breakover voltage, 533, 539, 573
Forward-conduction region, 533, 539
Forward current, 25, 29, 30, 79, 133, 144
Forward-current gain, 267
Forward-resistance characteristic, 141
Forward transconductance, 340
Forward voltage, 25, 27
Four-layer diode, 532-535, 573
Free electron, 6, 9,13,14,17,18,38,167
Frequency

audio, 840
break, 485, 495
carrier, 818, 828, 832, 834, 839
center, 739, 752, 753
corner, 481
critical, 481, 485, 493, 506, 510, 512,

513,520,736,738,743,752
cutoff, 481, 736
difference, 829, 832, 838, 839
fundamental, 450, 791
half-power, 510
intermediate, 819, 822, 837
lower-side, 818, 830, 834, 837
radio, 190,819,821
rectifier, 65
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Frequency, (conr.)
resonant, 128,450,786,789
sum, 829,832, 838, 839
3 dB, 737, 738
unity gain, 511
upper-side, 818, 830, 834, 837

Frequency converter, 835
Frequency demodulation, 843, 850
Frequency measurement, 514-516
Frequency modulation (FM), 820,

841-843,857
Frequency multiplier, 450
Frequency response, 474-520,593,614,

736-740,759-761
Frequency spectra, 830, 837
Full-wave average value, 56
Full-wave rectifier, 55-62, 86-87,94
Function generator, 793

Gain, 196,205,706
cun"ent, 168, 170, 182,280,283,289
midrange, 480, 520, 610
power, 281, 284, 289, 310, 312,

313, 430, 463
voltage, 272, 273, 282, 289, 291, 293,

310,312,313,388,389,390,394,
396,402,405,486,589,697,705,
775,845

Gain-bandwidth product, 511, 617, 627
Gain-setting resistor, 696
Gain stability, 276
Gallium, 16
Gallium arsenide, 131, 143
Gallium arsenide phosphide, 131
Gallium phosphide, 131
Gang tuning, 820
Gate, 330, 374, 536
Gate trigger current, 539
Germanium, 8, 10, 142
Global routing, 910
Gold,8
Graphical analysis, 219, 263, 346, 349, 392
Ground,361

Half-power point, 510
Half-splitting, 84, 302
Half-wave average value, 52
Half-wave power control, 541
Half-wave rectifier, 50-55, 86, 94
Harmonic, 818
Hartley oscillator, 789
Heat dissipation, 428
Helium,S
Heterodyne, 819
High-frequency response, 499-512
Holding current, 533, 539, 573
Hole, 13,38, 167
Hole current, 13, 14, 16,20,21,23
Host processor, 918
Hosted operation, FPAA, 925

h-parameters, 266, 267
Hydrogen,S
Hyper-abrupt device, 128
Hysteresis, 649, 683, 711

IC package, 584
IGBT (insulated-gate bipolar transistor),

557,573
Impedance

input, 585, 603, 604
output, 585, 591, 603, 604
zener, 112, 115, 117, 119, 121, 146

Impurity atom
pentavalent, 15
trivalent, 16

Incoherent light, 143
Index of refraction, 566, 573
Indium, 16
Infrared, 131
Inner-shell electron, 6
Input bias current, 590, 606
Input capacitance, 341
Input impedance, 590, 601, 603, 604
Input line voltage, 69, 870
Input offset current, 591
Input offset nulling, 593
Input offset voltage, 590, 608
Input regulation, 69, 94, 117, 870,

873,900
Input resistance, 225, 270, 271, 283, 285,

289,310,311,312,313,341,396,
403,405,443

Instrumentation, 696
Insulated gate, 353, 354
Insulator, 8, 38
Integrated circuit regulator, 886-896
Integrator, 666-668, 683, 755
Interbase resistance, 551
Intermediate frequency (IF), 819, 822,

837, 838
Internal resistance, 182,262,388
Internal transistor capacitance, 477, 505
Intrinsic crystal, 11
Intrinsic region, 141
Intrinsic semiconductor, 8, 13
Intrinsic standoff ratio, 552, 573
Inversion, 277, 282
Ion

negative, 6, 22
positive, 6, 22

Ionization, 6, 38
Irradiance, 133, 136
Isolation amplifier, 701-705
Isolation barrier, 701
Isolation voltage, 564

JFET stabilized oscillator, 781
Junction field-effect transistor (JFET),

330-352,364,372,374,392,780
Junction temperature, 114

Kelvin, 713
Kirchhoff's voltage law, 77,171,221,233,

235,602
Knee, 25

Ladder, R/2R, 661
Large-signal amplifier, 428
Large-signa] voltage gain, 589
LASCR (light-activated SCR), 562, 573
Laser, 143, 153
Laser diode, 143
Latch-up, 558
LDMOSFET, 356
Lead circuit, 476
Lead-lag circuit, 778
Leakage current, 116, 185, 196
Leaky capacitor, 88
LED trigger current, 565
Light emission, 131
Light-emitting diode (LED), 130-135,

153, 186,563,564
Lighting system, 543
Light intensity, 133, 135
Light propagation, 566, 567
Light reflection, 566
Light refraction, 566
Limiter, 69-74, 94,123,822

negative, 72
positive, 71

Linear, 174,205,22],249,717,822
Line regulation, 69, 94, 870, 873, 900
Load, 50, 69, 120, 121,275,292,396,

786,871
Load line

aC,263,392,429,438
dc, 174,219,347,352,429

Load regulation, 69, 94, 871, 900
Local oscillator, 819, 821, 835, 839
Local routing, 910
Lock range, 848, 858
Logarithm, 712, 713
Look-up table (LUT), 918, 919, 930
Lower trigger point (LTP), 650, 793
Low-frequency response, 483-499

Majority carrier, 16, 17, 19, 140
Maximally flat response, 744
Mean square circuit, 828
Midpoint bias, 345
Midrange, 480,610
Midrange gain, 480, 520
Miller capacitance, 478, 479
Miller's theorem, 478, 479,500,505
Minority carrier, 16, 17, 19, 140, 167
Mixer, 819, 822, 834-837, 858
Modulator, 702, 71°
Monochromatic light, ]43
MOSFET, 352-366, 374, 557
MOSFET handling precautions, 360
Multimode graded index, 567



Multimode step index, 567
Multiplier, 76, 822-828, 830, 835
Multiplier transfer characteristic, 823
Multistage amplifier, 291-294, 512-514
Multistage gain, 293
Multivibrator, 798

Natural logarithm, 713, 725
Negative charge, 4, 6
Negative feedback, 237, 594-605, 616, 627
Negative ion, 6, 22
Negative resistance, 142, 552
Neutron, 4
Noise, 649
No latchup, 593
Nonzero level detector, 647
Normalize, 480
N-type semiconductor, 15, 17,28
Nucleus, 4

Octave, 486
Offset adjustment, multiplier, 826
Offset voltage, 608, 826
Offset voltage compensation, 608
Ohmic area, 333
Ohm's law, 30, 112, 142,438
Ohms function of a DMM, 36, 194
On-the-fly reconfiguration, 926
Open capacitor, 88
Open diode, 86, 145, 193
Open-loop bandwidth, 611
Open-loop gain, 589, 600, 610, 617, 627
Open-loop response, 609-616
Operational amplifier (op amp), 582-627,

644-683
Operational transconductance amplifier

(OTA), 705-712, 725
Optical coupler, 563
Optical diode, 130-139
Orbit,S
Order, filter, 742
Oscillation, 142,775, 776, 779
Oscillator, 772-807

Armstrong, 790
Clapp,788
Colpitts, 785
crystal, 790, 791
feedback, 774, 775-792,807
555 timer, 797-802
Hartley, 789
LC feedback, 784-792
local, 819, 821, 835, 839
phase-shift, 782
RC feedback, 777-784
relaxation, 535, 553, 775,

792-797,807
sawtooth, 774, 794
square-wave, 796
triangular-wave, 792, 793
twin-T,783

voltage-controlled (VCO), 794, 802,
807,842,845,849,850,854

Wien-bridge, 777
Oscillator start-up, 776, 779, 785
Oscilloscope, 924, 925
OTA, 705-712, 725
Out-of-range indication of a DMM, 36
Output bounding, 651, 652
Output impedance, 585, 591, 602,

603,604
Output power, 431, 442, 450
Output resistance, 271, 283, 289, 315
Overload protection, 876, 877
Overshoot, 741
Over-temperature sensing circuit, 654
Overtone, 792
Over-voltage protection, 544

Parabolic, 338, 359
Parallel resonant circuit, 142,786
Parasitic thyristor, 558
Parasitic transistor, 558
Passband, 736
Pass transistor, 873
Peak detector, 720
Peak inverse voltage (PlV), 54-55, 58, 59,

61,94
Peak operating voltage (POV), 140
Peak-to-peak value, 182,263
Peak value, 52, 54, 182
Pentavalent impurity atom, 15
Percent regulation, 69
Phase angle, 493, 506, 844
Phase control, 548
Phase detector, 844, 847
Phase error, 845, 846, 847
Phase inversion, 277, 396
Phase-locked loop (PLL), 843-851, 858
Phase response, 614
Phase shift, 487, 489, 502, 613, 627,

776,782
Phase-shift oscillator, 782
Phosphorous, 15
Photodarlington, 560, 563
Photodiode, 135-139, 153
Photon, 130, 143
Photosensitive, 559
Phototransistor, 559-562, 573
pH sensor, 366
Piezoelectric effect, 790
Pinch-off voltage, 333, 336, 374
PIN diode, 141
PlV, 54-55, 58, 59, 61,94
PLL, 843-851, 858
PNjunction, 17,18,19,22,23,25,28,38,

126,135,142,143,330,341,397
Point of measurement, 195
Pole, filter, 736, 742, 764
Positive feedback, 774, 775, 778, 779, 807
Positive ion, 6, 22
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Potential difference, 19
Power, 115
Power amplifier, 426-463, 819, 822, 840
Power derating, 115, 117, 179
Power dissipation, transistor, 178,428, 448
Power gain, 281, 284, 289, 310, 312, 313,

430,463
Power measurement, 482
Power MOSFET, 355
Power supply, 50, 63, 94, 145,872
Power supply filter, 63-68
Power supply rectifier, 50-62
Power transistor, 188,355
Priority encoder, 655
Programmable analog array, 908-930
Programmable unijunction transistor

(PUT), 555-557, 573, 794
Programming, 919-926
Proton, 4, 38
P-type semiconductor, 15, 16, 17,28
Public address system, 305
Pulse, 592
Pulse-width modulation, 702
Push-pull amplifier, 434, 436, 440, 444,

463,586
PUT, 555-557, 573, 794

Q (quality factor), 128,739,753,755
Q-point, 218, 249, 263, 266, 344, 351,

392,428,429,435
Q-point stability, 233, 236, 238
Quadrant, multiplier, 822, 857
Quadratic, 393
Quartz, 790
Quiescent power, 431

Radian, 52
Radiant intensity, 133
Radiation, 132
Radiation pattern, 132
Radio frequency (RP), 190,821
Ramp, 667
RC circuit, 74, 484, 487, 488, 489, 492,

494,496,500,502,505,507,611,
612,613,614,666,736,755,777

Receiver, 818-822
Recombination, 13
Rectifier, 50-62

bridge, 60-62, 93
center-tapped, 57, 58, 93
full-wave, 55-62, 86-87, 94
half-wave, 50-55, 86, 93, 94
transformer-coupled, 54

Rectifier diode, 79, 110
Reflection, 566
Refraction, 566
Regulation

current, 139, 894
line, 69, 94, 870, 873,900
load, 69,94, 871,900
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Regulation, (cont.)
voltage, 69, 870-900
zener, 111, 145

Regulator, 50, 68-69, 94, 868-900
adjustable, 888
linear, 873, 888, 900
series, 873-878
shunt, 878-881
switching, 881-886, 890, 900

Regulator current, 139
Relaxation oscillator, 535, 553, 556, 775,

792-797, 807
Relay, 561
Resonant frequency, 785
Reverse bias, 22-24, 26, 29, 38, 111, 125,

135,167,330,342
Reverse-blocking region, 539
Reverse breakdown, 23,111,174,539
Reverse current, 23, 29, 32, 116, 135,

136,137
Reverse resistance, 31
Reverse voltage, 22, 54, 111
Ripple factor, 65
Ripple rejection, 68
Ripple voltage, 63, 64, 66, 94
Rise time, 516
RMS, 182
Roll-off, 486, 520, 617, 736, 743, 764
re' formula, 266
r-parameter, 265, 315
r-parameter equivalent circuit, 265

Sallen-Key filter, 745, 749
Sampling rate, 655
Saturation, 174, 175, 184, 185,205,219,

222,438,439,595
Sawtooth waveform, 774, 794
Scale factor, 824
Scaling adder, 660
Scattering, 566
Schmitt trigger, 651, 683, 711
Schottky diode, 140
SCR, 535-544, 573
SCS, 549-550, 573
Security alarm system, 197
Selectivity, 739
Self-bias, 342-348, 364, 391, 404
Semiconductor, 2-38, 131

IHype, 15, 17,28
p-type, 15, 16, 17,28

Sensitivity, 137
Series regulator, 873-878
Seven-segment display, 135
Shadow RAM, 918, 930
Shell, 5, 6, 38
Shock hazard, 54
Shock1ey diode, 532-535
Short circuit protection, 68, 593, 876, 878
Shorted capacitor, 88
Shunt regulator, 878-881

Signal, 270, 394
Signal compression, 717
Signal generator, 924
Signal tracing, 302
Silicon, 8, 9, 10, 11,38
Silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR),

535-544,573
Silicon-controlled switch (SCS),

549-550,573
Silver, 6
Simulation, 910
Simultaneous ADC, 654
Single-ended, 296, 588, 627
Single-mode step index, 567
Single-pole filter, 745, 748
Slew rate, 592, 627
Software, FPAA development,

920-926,930
Source, 330, 353, 355, 374
Source-follower, 402, 414
Source resistance, 390
Spectral response, 131
Spectrum analyzer, 761
Square law, 338, 358
Square root circuit, 827
Squaring circuit, 826
Stability, 229, 276, 351
Stage, 291, 743
Stand-off ratio, 552, 573
Start-up conditions, oscillator, 776, 779, 785
Static charge, 360
Static phase error, 846
Step, 514
Step-down regulator, 881
Step-recovery diode, 141
Step response, 514
Step-up regulator, 883
Steradian, 133
Stereo, 761
Stopband, 736
Summing amplifier, 657-665, 674, 682,

683, 755, 832, 833
Superheterodyne, 819, 821
Suppressed-carrier modulation, 831
Surge current, 67
Surge-limiting resistor, 67
Swamping, 276, 277, 311
Swept frequency measurement, 760
Switch matrix, 918
Switch, transistor, 184-187,550,914
Switched-capacitor technology,

910-916,930
Switching current, 533
Switching regulator, 881-886, 890,

895, 900

Tank circuit, 142,450
Television, 75, 128
Temperature coefficient, 114, 117, 128
Temperature control system, 243

Temperature effect on a diode, 27
Temperature stability, 238
Temperature-to-voltage conversion, 243
Test point, 84
Thermal overload, 888, 893, 900
Thermal runaway, 438
Thermal shutdown, 68
Thermistor, 243, 654
Thevenin's theorem, 229, 489
3 dB frequency, 739
Three-terminal regulator, 68, 887-890
Threshold voltage, 359, 558, 711, 798
Thyristor, 532-550, 573
Tickler coil, 790
Time constant, 64, 74, 794
Timer, 797-802
TMOSFET, 356
Transconductance, 340, 374, 388, 706,

708, 725
Transfer characteristic, 337-339, 358,

359,823
Transfer gain, 565
Transformer, 58, 88

step-down, 54
step-up, 54, 58

Transformer coupling, 436, 703
Transistor

bipolar junction (BJT), 164-205,219,
230,483

external pass, 873
junction field-effect (JFET), 330-352,

364,372,374,392,780
metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect

(MOSFET), 352-366, 374, 557
switching, 184-187
unijunction, 551-555, 573

Transistor amplification, 180, 205,
262-264,388-391

Transistor capacitance, 477
Transistor currents, 168, 169,204
Transistor data sheet

2N3903/2N3904, 180-182,518
2N3946/2N3947,200
2N3796/2N3797, 369, 411
2N5457/2N5459,339
2N5460,403
2N7008,360
2N6040/2N6043,459

Transistor equivalent circuit, 264-267,
388-391

Transistor packaging, 187-190
Transistor ratings, 178-180
Transistor terminals, 187-190
Transistor tester, 194
Transistor voltages, 204
Transition current, 23
Transition region, 736
Triac, 546, 573
Triangular waveform, 793
Trigger, 536, 546, 711, 798



Trigger current, 540
Trigger point, 650,712,793
Trigger voltage, 556
Trigonometric identity, 830
Trivalent impurity atom, 16
Troubleshooting, 83-89, 94, 144-146,

190-197,239-242,301-305,
364-366,406-409,454-456,
619-621,671-676

Tuned circuit, 128,449, 839
Tuner, 128
Tuning capacitor, 791
Tuning ratio, 126
Tunnel diode, 142
Turns ratio, 54, 57

Unijunction transistor (UJT), 551-555, 573
Unity gain, 657, 779
Unity-gain bandwidth, 611, 617
Unity-gain frequency, 511
Upper trigger point (UTP), 650, 793

Valence band, 12, 13, 14, 19
Valence electron, 6, 9, 20, 23,167
Valence shell, 6, 38
Varactor, 125-129, 153,842,845
Variable reactance, 845
vco, 794, 802, 807, 842, 845, 849, 850, 854
V-I characteristic of a diode, 24-28, 38, 110
Virtual ground,599,652,661,666,667, 669
VMOSFET, 356

Voltage
bias, 20, 22, 218
breakdown, 23,111,174,539
cutoff, 175, 174, 176,219,335,336,435
forward,25
output, bridge rectifier, 60
output, center-tapped full-wave

rectifier, 57
pinch-off, 333, 336, 374
primary, 54, 58
reverse, 23, 54
secondary, 54
threshold, 359, 558, 711, 798

Voltage-controlled EJT, 558
Voltage-controlled oscillator (VeO), 794,

802,807,842,845,849,850,854
Voltage-controlled voltage source

(VeVS),745
Voltage-current characteristic, 24-28, 110
Voltage divider, 73, 225, 798
Voltage-divider bias, 73, 224-232, 239,

263,310,348-352
Voltage doubler, 77-78

half-wave, 77
full-wave, 77-78

Voltage-follower, 598, 603, 607, 620,
625,627

Voltage gain, 272, 273, 282, 289, 291,293,
299,310,311,312,313,388,389,
394,396,402,405,486,585,610,
699, 704, 776, 845
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Voltage gain stability, 276
Voltage-inverter regulator, 885
Voltage multiplier, 76-78,822-828
Voltage quadrupler, 78
Voltage reference, 647
Voltage regulator, 50, 68-69, 868-900
Voltage-to-current converter, 719
Voltage tripler, 78

Waste water neutralization system, 366
Waveform distortion, 222
Wavelength, 131, 137, 138
Weight, 660
Wheatstone bridge, 654

Zener breakdown, 111, 153
Zener current, 116, 117, 120
Zener diode, 110-124, 145, 153,651,652,

779,826
Zener equivalent circuit, 112
Zener impedance, 112, 115, 117, 119,

121, 146
Zener limiting, 123
Zener power dissipation, 115
Zener regulation, 111, 117-122
Zener test current, 112, lIS
Zen er voltage, 115, 120
Zero bias, 25, 397
Zero-level detector, 646
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